
   

 

Reflection on the visit to SMK University of Applied Social Sciences 

Establishment and Development of Quality Assurance Centres at Azerbaijani Universities 

Ganja State University  

Training  

Master Class on Quality Management was quite interesting in a sense that it taught us how an 

interactive class can be conducted. It included different elements of an active and interactive teaching 

process. For example, practises about how to start a lesson, then provide lecture, and evaluate student 

knowledge was useful. It was interesting to learn about methods that turns lectures into interactive 

discussion sessions in SMK University of Applied Social Sciences. We learnt SMK experience in active 

teaching and learning. Trainings also had a section dedicated to QPR programs and activities to work on 

parts of the program. We had an opportunity to ask questions and get feedback on some parts of the 

program we work on. Activities dedicated to Quality Management Systems also provided a broad insight 

into how this kind of systems works.  So it was rewarding experience learning about abovementioned 

topics.  

Trainers  

Trainers always employed interactive training methods which generated meaningful learning. All the 

trainers were experts in their fields and had a good command of their subject. 

Training outcome  

We had lots of hands on activities which were helpful to be active and reach intended training 

outcomes. For example, during the master classes we practised fishbone structure to understand 

organizational problems. Having hands on practise helped to understand the information and reach the 

learning outcome and immediate practice opportunities provided made the participants more active. 

 Agenda  

Time intended for trainings was all right since it did not tire out participants. So it did not have any load 

during trainings and did not tire trainees. In the agenda, lunch and coffee break arrangements were also 

planned very well. The way it was organized let the participants have discussions at the same time they 

had lunch thereby enabling them use time effectively. Moreover, cafeteria located close to the training 

room enabled us to be quick and even have time for discussions.   

Organization 

Organization was very well and we did not experience any problems in this regard. Travel and lunch 

arrangements were also well organized. The cafeteria located nearby which provided opportunity to get 

food in not time and thereby saving time.  


